IMPROTANT: Print this page at 100% on 8.5 x 11” paper.
Set SCALING to NO or NONE or OFF
DISCLAIMER and LEGAL: This pattern is supplied, free of charge, with no warranty expressed nor implied. By printing and/or using this pattern
or the related instructions, you assume ALL liability and responsibility. It is possible that the use of this pattern and the related instructions can
cause damage to the Hottop Roaster, in whole or part. The thermometer probe can be inserted far enough to stop the drum which can cause
damage to the motor, the probe, and even possibly create a fire hazard. Roasters can exhibit variations from one to another. Use these patterns
as a starting point and adjust their location, size, and angle as necessary.
necessar If you do not agree to these terms, delete this file and if printed diss
card this pattern now
Disassemble the cover by removing the
two screws on the bottom side. Clean
all coffee oils and chaff from the two
metal parts.

#1

Cut out patterns along black lines. Cut
out green hole indicators to aid in alignn
ment. Attach patterns to appropriate
parts using either tape or a glue stick.
Center punch all holes before drilling.
Start these holes with a bit or burr
slightly smaller than the temperature
probe to be used
There is one additional hole not shown.
After creating these two holes,
re-assemble the chute cover and create
another hole by drilling through hole #1.
Be aware that hole #1 needs to be at an
angle.
Now use a small file or rotary tool to enn
en
large or angle the holes as necessary.
The locations shown on the patterns are
approximately what I used for a therr
mometer with a 1/8” probe diameter.
While drilling of filing, be sure to hold
the part firmly in a vise or other suitable
way to avoid damaging the part of causs
ing injury!
As you finish the holes with a small file
or grinding tool, be sure that the angle
of the thermometer is steep enough to
be in the bean mass without hitting the
drum support arms, but low enough to
clear the bean chute’s floor.

= Holes to be drilled
= Existing holes.

ALIGN THS EDGE

#2

Be sure to eliminate the possibility of
the thermometer dropping too low and
hitting the drum or its supports arms.

After Printing this line should measure 4 inches long.

Orientation of parts to pattern

The part at the top is shiny-side
(outside) UP and pattern must be
attached to that side.
Part at bottom is shown hanging
over table’s edge.Pattern is att
tached to the top side of the part
as shown here. Align edges indii
carted by red arrow above.

Hottop KN-8828 Bean Roaster (all models)
Bean Loading Chute Cover drilling pattern

Designed to allow the insertion of a probe or thermometer to monitor bean temperature

